Exercise for people with hip or knee osteoarthritis: a comparison of land-based and aquatic interventions
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Abstract: Expert opinion considers the referral of people with osteoarthritis (OA) for physiotherapy to be a core component of managing the functional disability and pain of the disease. Clinical guidelines for the physiotherapy management of people with OA focus on three main areas: exercise, pain relief, and specific manual therapy techniques. Land-based group and individual physiotherapy exercise programs, as well as manual therapy, have demonstrated a distinct benefit in favor of physiotherapy intervention. Similarly, both general and specific aquatic physiotherapy exercise programs have shown positive outcomes for people with OA. This review will focus primarily on therapeutic exercise to improve strength and fitness and reduce pain in people with hip or knee OA. An overview of the principles of hydrodynamics relevant to aquatic exercise is also included to facilitate an understanding of effective aquatic exercise programs. The issue of compliance with exercise programs will also be discussed. Clinicians will, therefore, gain an understanding of the benefits of land-based and aquatic exercise for people with OA.
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Introduction

Historically, osteoarthritis (OA) was considered a simple consequence of aging, but current opinion contends that while aging of the musculoskeletal system predisposes a person to the development of arthritis, it does not actually cause OA. Instead the disease is multifactorial and results from a combination of external factors, including muscle weakness and reduced proprioception, and changes within the joint itself, such as inflammation, subchondral and trabecular bony remodeling, and usually cartilage erosion. Preexisting factors, such as obesity and previous joint injury, also increase the likelihood of developing OA. In the later stages of the disease, pain and inefficient muscle control around the joint in combination with ligamentous laxity and joint instability or stiffness can significantly affect functional ability. Although the disease process in both hip and knee arthritis is progressive, hip OA tends to deteriorate more quickly than knee OA. Elective joint replacement surgery is usually the only option at the later stage of the disease process when conservative management is no longer effective.

Core components of management in the early stages of OA include pharmacotherapy, education, weight loss, and physiotherapy. Recommended exercise programs for people with OA include strengthening, flexibility, and aerobic fitness. High-quality research evidence has demonstrated that strengthening exercises are particularly effective to improve function and reduce pain in OA. Interventions targeted at improving strength and function in the late stages of OA, before surgery, can still be beneficial.
because people with poorer preoperative function do not attain the same functional level after surgery as those with less preoperative disability. \textsuperscript{12} Aquatic exercise is commonly recommended for people with OA,\textsuperscript{13} particularly in the later stages of the disease process when land-based activities are more difficult.\textsuperscript{9} Evidence, therefore, exists of the benefit of exercise intervention in both the early and late stages of the disease. Clearly, with the complexity of factors involved at every stage of the osteoarthritic disease process, there is no single treatment that can improve strength and function, reduce pain, and prevent disease progression.\textsuperscript{14} Optimal management for each individual is, therefore, dependent on the stage of the disease process and the ability of health professionals to select interventions appropriate for that individual at that time.

The particular focus of this review is therapeutic aquatic exercise for people with OA. Hydrotherapy is a broad, general term for the remedial use of water. In addition to indicating therapeutic exercise in water, hydrotherapy can include immersion in mineralized water (balneotherapy) or turbulent spa therapy,\textsuperscript{15} and Kniepp hydrotherapy, which involves pouring water over the affected limb in standing\textsuperscript{16} and alternating hot- or cold-bath immersion of a limb.\textsuperscript{17} Because only English-language publications could be considered, much of the European hydrotherapy research-base could not be included in this review. However, a systematic review, including a large number of non-English language RCTs, reported that balneotherapy in rheumatology improved pain and quality of life.\textsuperscript{18} A more recent Cochrane review of the small number of English-language studies of balneotherapy came to a similar conclusion but cautioned that further large well-designed trials were needed.\textsuperscript{15} People with OA may find one or all of these different water-based activities helpful at various stages of the disease process, although the availability of specific types of aquatic activities often depends on geographical locality. For example, spa therapy is very common across Europe and North America, although frequently at expensive spa resorts,\textsuperscript{9} but is not often available elsewhere.

Over the last 5–10 years, the terms aquatic physiotherapy and aquatic therapy have been used in published literature and by professional associations, such as the World Confederation for Physical Therapy.\textsuperscript{19} The Chartered Society of Physiotherapy in the United Kingdom, the American Physical Therapy Association, and the Australian Physiotherapy Association, to differentiate physiotherapy-specific interventions from more general hydrotherapy practices. Rather than using the generic term of hydrotherapy, this review will follow the recently established convention and use aquatic physiotherapy to indicate intervention that is physiotherapy-specific and aquatic exercise as a general term for therapeutic exercise in water. Treatment methods, such as balneotherapy and spa therapy will therefore, not be discussed.

**Why is improving strength important in OA?**

Changes in muscle activation, strength, and somatosensory function occur with normal aging.\textsuperscript{20,21} Maintenance of adequate muscle strength is crucial when aging\textsuperscript{22} and has been strongly linked to functional ability.\textsuperscript{21} In older people with unilateral hip OA, marked differences in strength, muscle mass, activation, and force generation have been demonstrated in all the major hip and knee muscles of the arthritic limb when compared with the unaffected limb.\textsuperscript{24,25} Similar changes have been found in people with knee OA,\textsuperscript{26} with some authors contending that strength deficits of the quadriceps may be a precursor to the development of knee OA and not simply a consequence of reduced activity levels.\textsuperscript{27,28} Muscle activation controls loading through the knee and hip during gait in healthy adults,\textsuperscript{29} and decreased loading and alterations in biomechanical forces related to changed muscle activation have been implicated in the progression of arthritic disease.\textsuperscript{30,31} Increased overall activation time and cocontraction of muscles around the knee compared with healthy controls were demonstrated in people with knee OA and was thought to result from an attempt to stabilize the degenerating joint during weight bearing.\textsuperscript{32} People with severe knee OA also had stronger hip adductors than those with mild OA which, because of the direction of muscle force, may act to compensate for the increasing varus deformity of the knee.\textsuperscript{33} Although this increased adductor activation seems the opposite of what is needed, others consider that it may simply reflect the only mechanism available to achieve a degree of stability.\textsuperscript{34} Far fewer studies have investigated people with hip OA, but motor control dysfunction in the ipsilateral gluteus medius during a stepping task has been identified.\textsuperscript{35} This alteration in hip muscle function could be a precursor or a consequence of hip OA.\textsuperscript{26} Reduced hip abductor strength has also been shown in people with knee pathology\textsuperscript{37} and is most likely to be a consequence of altered loading during gait to rapidly move body weight onto the unaffected limb.\textsuperscript{38} In contrast, medial knee OA progressed more slowly in people with stronger ipsilateral hip abductors\textsuperscript{39} because adequate hip abductor strength may control weight shift and maintain lateral pelvic stability during the single-leg stance phase of gait.\textsuperscript{40,41} Despite this evidence of more widespread muscle weakness in knee OA, exercise programs have traditionally
focused primarily on quadriceps strengthening. Few studies have investigated exercise programs specifically for hip OA. Clinicians must remember that muscle atrophy within the arthritic limb is widespread and exercise interventions for OA need to consider the biomechanics of the whole lower limb and trunk.

**Land-based strengthening exercise in OA**

The aim of strengthening exercises in people with OA is primarily to improve control and stability of the joint during movement and thus maintain functional ability. A meta-analysis of 22 research studies determined that an effective strengthening exercise program for OA needed to incorporate both joint-specific and more general exercises, with progression of the exercises and compliance also being important factors. More recent reviews also indicated a strong evidence base for the efficacy of strengthening exercises in managing OA. However, the common conclusion of systematic reviews over the last 10 years is that although exercise has been shown to be extremely beneficial, there is, as yet, insufficient evidence to recommend the optimal type of exercise, intensity, or dosage for people with hip or knee OA.

Conversely, a recent systematic review determined that quadriceps-strengthening exercises in markedly malaligned or unstable knees might in fact be detrimental because of the alteration in loading through the joint during quadriceps contraction. Other researchers have also suggested that subgroups of people with knee OA, such as those with patello-femoral OA, may require specific exercise programs for optimal efficacy and an RCT is currently being undertaken to determine if this is actually the case. In contrast to knee OA, very little research has been undertaken that has specifically investigated exercise for hip OA. This paucity of research may be due to the complexity of muscle activity and biomechanics around the hip in comparison to the knee and because pelvic stability during function involves bilateral components. Clinicians have suggested that, just as with knee OA, subgroups of the hip arthritis population may require a different intervention focus. An exercise approach more targeted to disease stage and specific functional deficits may provide better overall outcomes and further research is clearly needed to inform clinical practice.

**Why aquatic exercise is different to exercise on land**

Understanding the basic principles of hydrodynamics allows the development of effective aquatic exercise programs and is an important basis on which to examine the differences between land and aquatic exercises. When considering strengthening exercise in the water, the amount of drag or turbulence and thus resistance created by a movement is related to the speed and shape of the object moving through the water. The size and shape of the moving body part, the speed of the activity, and the depth of water in which the movement occurs determine the effort and intensity of an exercise. For example, doubling the speed of a movement in water increases the drag and, therefore, resistance four-fold. Exercising in water at the same speed as on land is significantly harder because of the turbulence created and the viscosity of water. Viscosity also allows a safety margin in aquatic exercise because if pain is experienced during an exercise, as soon as the limb stops moving, the resistance immediately ceases and buoyancy assists the support of the limb. This allows aquatic exercise to be completed within the limits of pain and under the control of the person exercising. Resistance in the water can be increased by adding equipment, such as paddles or flippers. However, if specific details of depth, speed, and equipment used are not included in published reports, it becomes very difficult to compare results between trials and for clinicians to replicate successful protocols.

Attempts have been made to quantify the resistance during aquatic exercise and its relationship to muscle activity, but it remains a difficult task in everyday clinical practice because calculating the forces related to movement in water is extremely complex. Thus, it is more difficult to precisely calibrate the progressions of aquatic resistance exercise in comparison to land-based exercise. An additional factor that must also be considered is that functional activities, such as step-ups on land and in water, appear similar but are not the same in terms of load, force, or biomechanics. Considering an average person of 80 kg, stepping up a 15-cm step on land requires lifting the entire load of 80 kg. In contrast, when stepping up onto a similar height step in water, the load is dependent on the depth. For example, in waist-deep water (50% weight-bearing), the load may only be around 40 kg (ie, 50% of the total load). Whether muscle activation patterns are similar, despite the reduced load in water is not yet known, and further research is required to guide clinical decision making.

Two additional principles of hydrodynamics also make aquatic exercise different to land-based exercise and are important to consider clinically. The first is hydrostatic pressure, which increases with water depth, 1 mmHg every 1.36 cm, so when immersed at 1.2 m, the resulting pressure around the limb is higher than diastolic pressure and thus...
aids venous return.54 This principle underpins the clinical finding of reduced pregnancy-related edema and lymphedema after immersion.57,60 Another small RCT found that swelling around the knee early after joint replacement surgery was 3.7 cm less (95% confidence interval: −7.1 to −0.3 cm) in those who had completed aquatic physiotherapy while in the hospital compared with the control group, who only completed ward-based exercise.69 Guidelines for the management of OA recommend water exercise to improve range of movement,14 and the reduction in edema from the effect of hydrostatic pressure during immersion is likely be a contributing factor.

The second principle involves thermodynamics. Water retains its temperature effectively because of its high specific heat and is also an efficient heat conductor so that warmer water readily transfers heat to the immersed body.70 A wide range of water temperatures are used clinically from cold temperatures (around 15°C) to reduce delayed onset muscle soreness and hasten recovery after strenuous exercise71 and cooler temperatures (25°C–29°C) for conditioning exercise.72 Therapeutic exercise is usually undertaken in thermoneutral water (33.5°C–35.5°C) because the physiological effects of immersion are minimized,73 allowing sufficient immersion time to complete an exercise program.74 Guidelines for the management of OA recommend heat and cold therapies as low-risk and low-cost nonpharmaceutical options,7 although evidence of their efficacy in OA is not as strong as that for other interventions like strengthening exercises.75 Aquatic exercise in thermoneutral water allows exercises to be undertaken, while the affected limb remains warm and has circumferential compression applied by hydrostatic pressure, a combination that is not possible to replicate on land. Whether the hydrodynamics of aquatic exercise translates into greater efficacy compared with land-based exercise for people with OA requires consideration.

**Aquatic exercise to improve strength and function**

A thorough systematic review of the overall evidence base for hydrotherapy published in 2002 concluded that the small number of moderate- to high-quality trials indicated a beneficial effect of aquatic exercise on strength, function, and self-efficacy in rheumatic diseases, such as OA.51 A more recent Cochrane systematic review of aquatic exercise for knee and hip arthritis similarly concluded that aquatic exercise had a positive effect on function and pain in the short term and could be used as the initial component of a longer term intervention for people with arthritis.76 To decide whether aquatic exercise can improve strength and function in OA, it is important to first consider whether strength can be increased by aquatic exercise. Then, by comparing aquatic exercise to other interventions, it should be possible to determine if aquatic exercise offers any additional benefit over land-based exercise.

Pyhönen and colleagues55 randomized a group of healthy young women into either a 10-week progressive, aquatic resistance training protocol or a nonintervention control group and found both isometric and dynamic torque of the quadriceps and hamstrings improved in the aquatic training group by week 10. Isometric force in the aquatic group was the only variable to improve between the baseline and the week 5 measurements. The greatest improvements in torque values, force-time curves, and lean muscle cross-sectional area in both groups occurred between weeks 5 and 10 rather than from baseline to week 5. The researchers propose this difference occurred because a smaller resistance boot was used in the early weeks, allowing participants in the aquatic group to achieve faster velocities and perhaps facilitating isometric muscle activation. In the later stages, the progression to larger boots created greater drag forces and, therefore, stimulated improved dynamic strength. Another study77 compared one specific quadriceps strengthening exercise on land and in water, also using the principle of progressive overload and young women as subjects. The land-based strengthening exercise chosen was knee extension in sitting, where the load was progressed using sandbag weights. A comparable starting position for the aquatic exercise was achieved with participants lying prone at the pool edge, with both legs in the water and the dominant knee flexed to 90°. Resistance was created by pushing down against the buoyant force of empty 2-L bottles attached to the lower leg. Increasing the number of bottles used increased the buoyant force and, therefore, resistance. After 7 weeks, both protocols achieved similar, significant improvement in isotonic strength. These studies both demonstrate that aquatic exercise can achieve similar gains in lower limb muscle strength to land-based protocols, but a thorough understanding of hydrodynamics is necessary to ensure the aquatic exercises are designed with a comparable training load.

Specific aquatic exercises can, therefore, improve strength in a healthy young population, but what is the effect of aquatic exercise in the older arthritic population? Generic aquatic exercise classes, such as the Arthritis Foundation Aquatic Program (AFAP), that are run in community facilities by trained instructors have been compared with nonintervention control groups.78–81 The intervention period in three of
the trials lasted between 6 and 12 weeks with no long-term follow-up. Two trials incorporated a 12-month community intervention with one trial having no further follow-up and the second trial including reassessment 6 months after completing the exercise program. The aquatic exercise group in all the trials generally showed some improvements in strength, flexibility, and functional ability compared with the control groups. The exception was the RCT with the 12-month intervention period, which showed no change in strength at any time. The results of this trial may have been influenced by the fact that less than 60% of participants attended classes at the recommended frequency and the authors commented that the exercise program itself might have been too gentle to improve strength. A more recent RCT compared a twice-weekly, specific aquatic physiotherapy program run for 6 weeks in small groups by an experienced aquatic physiotherapist with a nonintervention control group. Significant improvements in pain, function, and hip abductor strength were found in the aquatic group after the intervention. The exercise program in this trial may have been more effective than the general exercise classes because it was based on hydrodynamic principles and included functional strengthening exercises, such as squats and step-ups. Evidence, therefore, supports therapeutic aquatic exercise, whether delivered in a general class or as a specific physiotherapy intervention, to improve strength and function more than no intervention at all.

As discussed previously, there is strong evidence supporting the use of land-based exercise for strengthening in people with OA. It is, therefore, important to also compare aquatic exercise to land-based exercise, rather than just a control group that undertakes no comparable intervention, to determine whether aquatic exercise offers any additional benefit over land-based strengthening protocols. A recent Cochrane review identified only six trials that compared aquatic- and land-based interventions in the treatment of hip or knee OA and concluded that, although there appeared to be a short-term benefit, the small number of RCTs limited further recommendations. Several trials have been published since this review in 2007. The effect of therapeutic exercise for hip OA was analyzed in a meta-analysis that included trials utilizing aquatic exercise. Despite finding that strengthening exercises were effective for hip OA, trial results were pooled, with land and aquatic programs not specifically compared. Four trials comparing the effect of aquatic- and land-based exercises found little difference in outcomes. Two other trials found that a gym-based class achieved better strength gains than an aquatic exercise program; however, the method of statistical analysis used in one trial is complex and unclear, so interpreting the results is difficult. Several of the more recent trials explicitly state that the aim was to compare the same exercises on land and in water. Earlier discussion in this review has emphasized that exercise in water is different to land because of hydrodynamics and that consideration of these principles is needed to design an effective aquatic program. It is possible that efforts to standardize intervention protocols in these research studies may have influenced the results because the aquatic strengthening component was not optimal. In fact, Foley et al commented that the content of the aquatic program that they used may explain why the aquatic group showed greater improvements in aerobic fitness than strength. A recent RCT compared a specific aquatic exercise program to land-based TaiChi classes for people with knee OA. Although both interventions showed improvements in pain and self-reported function lasting up to 12 weeks after completing the program, objective physical performance measures showed greater improvement in the aquatic exercise group, indicating that a specific aquatic program may offer advantages over generic land-based exercise.

Clinicians often recommend aquatic exercise for people with OA to improve their strength and function. Research to date has demonstrated that aquatic exercise is more effective at improving strength and function when compared with no intervention, but whether a physiotherapist-supervised or designed program is any more effective than a generic aquatic exercise program has yet to be determined. When comparing aquatic exercise to land-based exercise, it would appear from the few published studies that aquatic exercise is less effective than similar land-based exercise to improve strength. However, most studies till date have not used aquatic exercise programs based on the principles of hydrodynamics to maximize the potential for strengthening. Further studies need to consider the aquatic exercise component more carefully but, just as with land-based exercise, optimal aquatic exercise program content is not yet clear.

**Why is managing pain important in OA?**

Pain is one of the most common symptoms reported by people with OA, with the control and effective management of pain considered one of the key goals of intervention in OA. Poorly controlled pain is a primary reason for progressing to joint replacement surgery. An individual’s perception of pain severity can also be influenced by centrally mediated factors and behavioral components because the experience of pain is
a complex and dynamic process. OA pain can result from local factors, such as synovial inflammation or subchondral bone destruction. Pain can inhibit muscle activation in OA and, therefore, contribute to the loss of strength, alteration in loading, and changes in gait velocity. People with OA also demonstrate worse static and dynamic balance and use different strategies to negotiate obstacles than healthy elders. Pain-relieving intra-articular injections improved single limb balance and reduced tripping over obstacles in people with knee OA, but the level of improved ability did not reach that of healthy age-matched controls. In contrast, a previous study demonstrated that pain relief by joint injection improved quadriceps maximum voluntary contraction in arthritic knees but made no difference to proprioception and postural sway in standing. The authors acknowledge that static balance requires efficient control of more muscles than just the quadriceps and a period of exercise intervention may be required to retrain overall stability in standing. Other authors have expressed the view that pain has a protective role as a mechanism to control loading and that reducing pain without improving strength and control around the joint may hasten degeneration. Exercise has, therefore, been widely promoted in recent years as a way of managing pain in OA, but why it is effective is less clear. Strengthening the muscles surrounding the arthritic joint is thought to assist in reducing pain by improving the control of the arthritic joint during movement, but pain inhibition is also considered to play a role in the development of weakness. Participants in exercise interventions for OA also have reported improved overall well-being, even when objective performance measures have not significantly changed and so the effect of exercise on pain in OA is multifactorial.

Clearly, the interplay between pain, muscle contraction, and functional ability in people with OA is complex. Self-reported outcome measures are frequently used in trials to measure the impact of interventions on both pain and functional ability. The Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Index (WOMAC) is one of the most commonly used worldwide and includes both pain and functional subscales. Recent research has found that self-reported measures of function, such as the WOMAC scale, can be strongly influenced by the individual’s perception of pain and effort during daily activities and is, therefore, not necessarily a true measure of the individual’s actual ability at that point in time. When reviewing trials reporting the effect of an intervention on pain and function in OA, it is important to determine whether self-report or performance-based measures of functional ability, such as the Timed Up and Go (TUG) test or a timed walk, were used. The combination of both self-report and performance-based measures has been recommended, as it is likely to offer a more complete picture of the efficacy of different interventions.

Land-based exercise and manual therapy for pain management

Medication is the primary method of managing arthritic pain recommended in published guidelines. However, an overview of systematic reviews focusing on physiotherapy for knee OA reported high-quality evidence supporting the use of exercise to reduce pain and improve function. Another recent systematic review identified 18 high-quality trials and concluded that resistance training improved self-reported pain and physical function in 50%–75% of the combined cohort. A further comprehensive meta-analysis of 21 trials also concluded that strengthening exercises alone can reduce pain in people with OA, but optimal intervention also includes functional training and aerobic exercise. The majority of published systematic reviews and meta-analyses focus on interventions for knee OA. The primary evidence for the efficacy of exercise in hip OA is expert opinion rather than clinical trials. An umbrella review published in 2007 specifically sought trials reporting interventions for hip OA. In contrast to the effect of exercise in knee OA, this overview found only low-quality evidence for the benefit of exercise in hip OA. As the authors pointed out, this is due to both the small number of trials involving hip OA and also because many reviews and research trials combine knee and hip OA so it is difficult to determine whether hip OA responds differently to exercise. Another review concluded that strengthening exercise had a beneficial effect on pain in people with hip OA but further research involving people with hip OA is clearly needed. Although evidence supports the efficacy of exercise in reducing the pain associated with OA, the optimal exercise regime and long-term effect have not yet been clarified. One small study highlighted that regular, ongoing exercise maintained a reduction in pain beyond 12 months from initial assessment but clearly further studies are needed.

Manual therapy for OA

Manual therapy is frequently used clinically in combination with exercise therapy for people with OA and commonly includes active and passive joint mobilizations, stretching, and soft tissue massage with overall aim of reducing pain, normalizing tissue and joint biomechanics, and improv-
ing function. Specific techniques vary widely amongst practitioners and from region to region across the world, and it is beyond the scope of this review to discuss manual therapy techniques in detail. The combination of manual therapy and exercise has demonstrated superior functional improvements in people with OA when compared with either a placebo control or an independent home exercise program, but whether it offers any additional benefits over a land-based strengthening program has not yet been investigated.

Aquatic physiotherapy for pain management

A recent meta-analysis of trials investigating water-based exercise, aerobic and strengthening exercises, and spa therapy for OA concluded that all have a positive effect on pain. A Cochrane review of aquatic therapy for OA of the hip or knee also concluded that pain may be decreased by aquatic therapy. Because of the water temperature and the decreased loading, aquatic exercise is often considered an ideal place to begin exercise or for those in the more advanced stages of the disease where exercise on land has become too difficult. Clinicians often contend that aquatic physiotherapy offers greater pain relief than land-based intervention in musculoskeletal conditions, but a recent systematic review failed to find sufficient research evidence to support this suggestion. One study comparing similar land- and water-based exercises for people with knee OA showed no significant differences between the interventions in range or walking distance but postexercise pain was less in the water-exercise group. Similarly, when comparing aquatic training group and land-based progressive resistance training group, the aquatic training group reported significantly less postexercise pain. People with late-stage OA awaiting joint replacement surgery experienced less pain immediately after an aquatic exercise program than those who undertook land-based exercise. Orthopedic inpatients completing an intensive aquatic exercise program also reported significantly less pain during intensive aquatic exercise and perceived less difficulty than when undertaking usual ward exercise. However, aquatic exercise for people in pain must be undertaken with caution clinically because reduced pain perception during aquatic exercise may make it easier to over-exercise because the perceived workload is less than during land-based exercise. Although systematic reviews were unable to confirm the clinical contention that aquatic exercise can reduce pain, the methodological processes required in meta-analysis may dilute the results of the few, small positive trials. Further research is clearly warranted to determine whether this clinical perception is supported.

Aquatic exercise may have an effect on pain because of buoyancy and the hydrodynamics related to moving in water. The effect of buoyancy could reduce pain during exercise because the depth of immersion is directly related to the percentage weight bearing. Weight bearing when immersed to the neck is considered to be 10%, 30% at the xiphisternum, and 50% at the waist. To reduce load and pain in the joints, the individual can exercise in deeper water or conversely to progress weight bearing and load, exercises can be undertaken in shallower water. The ability to easily alter weight bearing to reduce pain during functional exercises is not possible in land-based exercise programs. A small clinical trial recently demonstrated that aquatic immersion restored normal spinal stature more effectively than an equivalent land-based position, adding support for the argument that immersion decreases joint loading. Immersion in thermoneutral temperature water is commonly thought to reduce pain because sympathetic nervous system conduction slows, thus reducing pain perception. The compressive effects of hydrostatic pressure in combination with the circulatory changes that occur with immersion reduce swelling, allowing greater movement to reduce joint and soft-tissue stiffness and, therefore, improve pain levels. To date, one small RCT did show a difference between a general water exercise program and a specific aquatic exercise program designed with an understanding of hydrodynamics and movement in water. Whether the positive effect of aquatic exercise on pain found clinically is due simply to the hydrodynamics of immersion or is related instead to the aquatic exercise intervention requires further research.

Just as in a land-based physiotherapy practice, in aquatic physiotherapy practices where the physiotherapists are in the water and able to treat people individually, it is common clinical practice to include specific manual therapy techniques with the aquatic exercise program. No research is available as yet to guide clinical decision making in this area of practice, but the rationale is the same as for land-based manual therapy and is worthy of further investigation.

Why is aerobic exercise important in OA?

People with OA are often deconditioned compared with their peers and, because of the arthritis, are often unable to exercise at sufficient pace to improve or maintain cardiovascular fitness. Obesity is an independent risk factor for developing OA and weight loss is recommended because...
it can reduce disease severity and progression. In the later stages of the disease, it is frequently difficult to exercise at sufficient intensity on land to achieve aerobic training so nonweight bearing exercises, like cycling, water walking, and swimming, are often recommended at this point. Results of a systematic review supported the recommendation that aerobic exercise has both short- and long-term benefits for people with OA, with possible options, including walking, running, cycling, and aquatic exercise. A more recent meta-analysis also concluded that aerobic exercise offered significant benefits for the OA population. Interestingly, when comparing strengthening and aerobic exercise, strengthening seems to offer better short-term benefits in terms of impairments, such as pain, but longer-term functional gains seem to be enhanced by aerobic exercise. To determine whether high- or low-intensity exercise was any more effective in the arthritic population, a recent Cochrane review was completed. Only one trial comparing the two levels of intensity was identified, and it found both protocols were an equally effective method of improving function and aerobic capacity in those with knee OA. Further research is clearly needed to determine optimal program content.

**Aquatic exercise for aerobic fitness**

Just as with research into strengthening exercise, the majority of trials to date have evaluated aerobic exercises against a nonactive control group. One of the few trials to compare active interventions randomized participants with OA or rheumatoid arthritis (RA) into a 12-week walking, aquatic aerobic exercise or range of motion exercise control group. Significant improvements in endurance, self-reported disability, and objective performance measures were demonstrated, even up to a year after baseline assessment in both the walking and aquatic exercise groups. Two important aspects of this study need to be considered. First, results of those with OA and RA were not analyzed separately so it is not possible to determine the effect solely for those with OA. Second, the authors report that over 60% of participants continued to exercise on average 2 hours per week at the 1-year measurement period, the most likely explanation for the maintenance of functional improvement at this time point. This continuation of exercise is unusual as most reviews report significant drop-off in compliance over the long term in other studies.

Walking is the most common aerobic exercise to be investigated and has been shown to be beneficial and, importantly, not to exacerbate arthritic symptoms. Walking in water is also commonly a component of aquatic exercise programs and often used for gait reeducation, as well as for aerobic exercise in people with arthritis. Walking in water is not the same as walking on land because of the turbulence, drag forces, buoyancy, and viscosity as discussed previously. Both comfortable and maximal walking speed are around 30% less in water than is possible on dry land. Older adults and those with RA who walked in water and on land at a similar pace reported higher levels of exertion in the water component. Although walking faster in water to facilitate an aerobic training effect is possible, careful consideration of the forces through the lower limbs is needed. When walking as fast as possible in water, maximum ground reaction forces were similar to land-based values, despite the slower maximal walking speed that could be achieved in water. Walking in chest deep water reduced loading through the knee during stance, but when walking speed increased, the hip extensor moment in late stance was significantly greater. Thus, walking in chest deep water may be more comfortable for people with knee arthritis because of the reduced loading during stance, but increasing gait speed to incorporate an aerobic component may actually increase the loading at the hip and, therefore, exacerbate an arthritic hip joint. Compressive load through the patello-femoral joint is reduced when walking backwards and thus walking this way in water may also reduce load through the knee. Careful prescription of water walking, specifying depth, direction, and speed, is needed for people with OA.

Deep-water running is an alternative to swimming and water walking for cardiovascular exercise in the OA population. This form of exercise involves using a flotation device or belt so that the feet do not touch the bottom of the pool and then moving through the water using various combinations of upper and lower limb movements, with the aim of reaching an appropriate aerobic training level. Deep-water running for fitness training is well tolerated by healthy, older people and appropriate training levels to improve aerobic fitness can be achieved. Older overweight women reported a similar rate of perceived exertion for treadmill walking and deep-water running at maximal intensity.

Aerobic exercise is an important component to consider in an holistic approach to managing OA, and evidence exists to support both high- and low-intensity training regimes and the efficacy of land and aquatic aerobic exercises. However, as with strengthening exercise, optimal program content is not yet clear. Regardless of
the efficacy shown in research trials, if regular exercise is not continued, the benefits decline over the longer term.42,45,81

Compliance with exercise
Regardless of all the evidence demonstrating the positive effect of exercise for people with OA, compliance with exercise and life-style changes remain difficult to achieve for many people.8 Research studies have clearly demonstrated that people who complete exercise programs or attend allocated classes most regularly have better outcomes.35,53 Increased self-efficacy, in addition to increased strength, is a protective factor for disease progression in the early stages after diagnosis of OA.114 Aquatic exercise is usually considered an enjoyable form of exercise by participants146 and perceived as less effort than land-based exercises.123 Compliance with aquatic exercise has also been shown to be superior to land-based exercise programs.88 Goal setting is an important component in the management of people with chronic musculoskeletal pain.93 Successfully achieving exercise goals have been shown to increase aquatic class attendance and, therefore, improve overall outcomes.147 Aquatic exercise has been shown to improve health-related quality of life in older women.148 If people with OA find exercising in water an enjoyable and less painful activity, it follows that compliance may be enhanced. The pool environment, with numbers of people exercising together, can be a positive environment and may have an effect on compliance and adherence to exercise for people with OA, over and above the exercise program itself.126

Clinical implications
Optimal management of OA is dependent on the stage of the disease and the selection of interventions appropriate for that individual at that time.14 Increasing strength is important for people with OA because strength is closely related to functional ability and can assist the control of biomechanical loading through the arthritic joint. There is currently insufficient evidence to recommend optimal type, intensity, or dosage of land-based strengthening exercises. Evidence from published trials supports the efficacy of resistance training programs using free weights or elastic resistance bands, machine-based exercise, and body-weight resisted functional exercises. However, care needs to be taken when prescribing quadriceps strengthening when the knee is malaligned. Aquatic exercise can increase strength, provided the speed of movement and resistance are sufficient and hydrodynamic principles are understood, but as with land-based exercise, optimal aquatic program content is not yet known. General aquatic arthritis exercise classes can be beneficial, provided people attend regularly. Specific functional aquatic exercise programs are more effective than doing no exercise, and several clearly described protocols incorporating functional strengthening have been published.69,83 Clinicians can use these protocols as a starting point when developing their own aquatic programs.

Land-based exercise can assist pain management, but why it is effective is not yet known. Most authors consider that stronger muscles optimize functional loading through the joint and affected limb. Clinicians also commonly recommend aquatic exercise to reduce pain, but insufficient research evidence exists at present to support this contention.122 However, participants report less postexercise pain after aquatic exercise than after land-based exercise69 and this may enhance compliance with aquatic exercise.

Aerobic exercise is important for general fitness and assisting weight loss in people with OA. Options for land-based aerobic exercise include walking, running, and cycling. Aquatic exercise can be safely undertaken at sufficient intensity to improve cardiovascular fitness and possible options include shallow water walking, swimming, and deep-water running.

Overall summary of the evidence
Evidence from systematic reviews and RCTs supporting the efficacy of aquatic exercise is increasing every year.140 However, even with the far greater volume of research into land-based exercise for people with OA, three key questions still remain to be answered for clinicians – what type of exercise is best, for which particular type of OA presentation and how is this intervention best delivered.53 When considering aquatic exercise, there is an additional important question that remains to be answered – does a more expensive physiotherapist-delivered specific aquatic therapy program offer any additional benefits beyond that which can be achieved with a generic, community-based group aquatic exercise program? The provision of facilities and the additional costs associated with aquatic exercise when compared with home-based exercise programs will always be a factor that needs to be considered in an economic environment of ever-increasing pressure on health budgets.149 Clearly, more research is required to provide the evidence base to support the extensive expert opinion that considers aquatic intervention beneficial for people with OA of the hip or knee.
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